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Category: American History/Biography 
 
Prohibition and the South Florida Connection 

"Prohibition and the South Florida Connection" is a one hour documentary that 
depicts the prohibition era experience from Palm Beach to Key West. This 
engaging documentary showcases both sides of the law and features personal 
recollections by those with a direct connection to one of America's most notorious 
periods. Filmed in an intimate style with telling photographs, obscure footage, 
vivid recreations, and a lively soundtrack, "Prohibition and the South Florida 
Connection," reveals yet another fascinating and intriguing chapter in our region's 
colorful past. 
Airdate 7/14/2015 
 
 
 

 
Category: Arts 
 
Shakespeare Uncovered 

In 1997, David Harewood was the first black actor to play Othello 
on stage at the National Theatre in London. In this episode, he 
unravels the complex issues of prejudice and jealousy that are 
threaded throughout the play, as well as returning to the 
National to meet the most recent actor to take on the role at the 
theatre, Adrian Lester. Interviews include Simon Russell Beale, 
Ian McKellen, Julia Stiles and Patrick Stewart. 
Airdate 7/3/2016 

 
Rising Tides: The Story of Miami Artisits 

Miami is in the middle of a cultural explosion. Filmed during the lead up to Art 
Basel Miami Beach in 2011, Rising Tide is a story about the visual artists who 
live and work in this emerging art city. Featuring Jen Stark, the TM Sisters, 
Venessa Monokian, Funner Projects, Brookhart Jonquil and gallery owner Brook 
Dorsch, this documentary takes you inside the working worlds of these  unique 
creative talents and serves as the perfect introduction to the history and trajectory 
of  Miami's creative development 
Airdate 7/9/2015 
 

 
 
 



Culture Concrete 
Four modern dancers celebrate Miami-Dade County's changing art culture at The 
Miami Marine Stadium. 
Airdate 7/16/2015 

 
 
Sawgrass City 

Sawgrass City" follows three artists, each for a 
single day to capture what it means to live,     
work and create in South Florida. Their mediums are as 
a varied as their backgrounds - a dancer         
turned filmmaker, a wunderkind guitarist and a 
philosophical visual artist and together they prove          
that Miami is bursting with creative talent. A           
propulsive and elegant ground level exploration of           
a city's cultural renaissance. This film offers a 
unique look into Miami's burgeoning creative              

     community 
     Airdate 7/16/2015 
 
 
 
Category:Culture 
 
SERIES TITLE: TEMAS DE MUJER (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Vilma Petrash, this talk show is dedicated to 
highlighting the participation of the Hispanic woman in the 
professional world, and what she thinks about current 
local, national and international issues.  It is a program 
for the entire family with a focus on the Hispanic woman 
and their topics. 

 
SERIES TITLE: ANTE USTED(Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Dr. Luis Fernandez, this series is dedicated to 
the discussion of issues related to criminal justice, 
consumer protection, immigration, drug abuse, and other 
issues related to the judicial system.  An informative 
program for all interested in a deeper understanding of 
this system as laws are updated and changed throughout the 
year, it is important to stay current.  

 
 
SERIES TITLE: COLOMBIA AL DIA (Weekly Sunday Programming)     

Hosted by Enrique Cordoba, Colombia al Dia, covers with 
economic, political and social issues in Colombia and the 
Colombian community in South Florida (as well as 
worldwide).  This dynamic program brings you the relevant 
information not often seen on commercial television. A 
culture and news oriented weekly report from Colombia.  



 
SERIES TITLE: CUBA Y SU HISTORIA(Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Cuba y su Historia, hosted by Jose Antonio Albertini.  This 
talk show deals with historical issues and the current 
political and socio-cultural situations in Cuba reaching to 
other Latin countries around the globe. 

 
SERIES TITLE: ANORANZAS DE MI CUBA (Weekly Sunday Programming)  

Añoranzas de mi Cuba, presented by Waldo Fernandez features 
music videos of Cuba from the 40’s and 50’s and interviews 
with local singers who maintain the musical Cuban 
tradition.  This program has become a favorite for the 
entire family and is steeped in Latin history. 

 
SERIES TITLE: OPINIONES (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Opiniones is hosted by Pedro Corzo and addresses political, 
economic and national issues as well as international 
information.  Corzo tackles broad, global issues that go 
beyond the headlines.   

 
SERIES TITLE: ENTERESE (Weekly Sunday Programming)    

Enterese, hosted by Jesus Angulo, is dedicated to exploring 
mystical, paranormal, scientific and medical topics. 

 
SERIES TITLE: FORO 17 (Weekly Sunday Programming) 

Hosted by Luis G. Diaz, Foro 17, this talk show explores 
economic, political and social issues in South Florida as 
well as national discussions that effect our community. 

  
PLASTIC PARADISE A SWINGIN’ TRIP THROUGH AMERICA’S POLYNESIAN  

In the 1940s and '50s, the return of American GIs from the Pacific and the 
runaway success of James Michner's Pulitzer-winning Tales of the South Pacific 
(adapted into the famous musical) created a craze for all things Polynesian. This 
'Tiki' culture - so named after the large, wooden sculptures popular throughout 
Polynesia - included candy-colored, rum-infused cocktails with names like the 
Shrunken Skull and the Deep Sea Diver, crazy Hawaiian shirts, exotic 
instrumental music fused with space-age sounds, and a nonstop party scene 
inhabited by self-styled nonconformists and swingers. Today, the spirit of Tiki 
endures among a new generation of Polynesian pop adherents, including painter 
Tiki Tom, musicians King Kukulele and the Haole Cats, cocktail anthropologist 
Jeff "Beachbum" Berry, and Tiki historian Sven Kirsten. PLASTIC PARADISE 
will explore this fascinating, little known, and surprisingly enduring subculture, 
culminating with a visit to the annual Hukilau celebration, a gathering of Tiki 
enthusiasts from around the country held every June at Fort Lauderdale's famed 
Mai-Kai Restaurant, itself one of the last great holdovers from Tiki's golden age - 
waterfalls, Polynesian floor show, and all. 
Airdate 9/12/2015 
 

 
 



DEEP CITY – THE BIRTH OF MIAMI SOUND 
 
Deep City Records was the brainchild of Producers Willie Clarke and Johnny 
Pearsall. One from the backwoods of Tallahassee, Florida the other from the mean 
streets of Miami, this duo honed their business and music skills learned in college 
at FAMU and would go on to change the face of Soul Music in Miami and 
eventually the country. Deep City:Miami's Motown will delve into the life and 
times of these groundbreaking producers, their label, the unique artists they 
spawned and the remarkable era in which they accomplished it. 
Airdate 7/30/2015  
 

                                                                                                                     
 

                                                                                                                         
 
 
Category: Environment/Nature/Geography 

 
CARPE DIEM: A FISHY TALE 

CARPE DIEM: A FISHY TALE is the sensational and true story of the 
fantastically-prolific Asian carp - a scaly habitat-hog that 
North American scientists are scrambling to repel before it's too 
late. Introduced to American fish ponds in the 1970s to clean up 
algae, this aggressive species eventually made its way into the 
Mississippi river system. These bottom feeders have advanced 
north at a surprising rate, and now threaten to make their way 
into Canadian waters. Using state-of-the-art camera work and rare 
underwater footage of these invasive fish, this fascinating 
documentary takes viewers into the heart of the battle to curtail 
the ecologically devastating consequences of a carp invasion. 
Airdate 9/7/2015 
 

 
Category: Family/Marriage 
 
THE MEDICINE GAME 

THE MEDICINE GAME, a film six years in the making, shares the 
remarkable journey of two brothers from the Onondoga Nation 
driven by a single goal-to beat the odds and play the sport of 
lacrosse for national powerhouse Syracuse University. The 
Onondaga Nation, tucked away in central New York State, is a 
sovereign Native American community known to produce some of the 
top lacrosse players in the world. The Iroquois people play a 
ceremonial game of lacrosse, referred to as the "medicine game" - 
a very important medicine ceremony played to ward off sicknesses 
from the tribe. The obstacles in the brothers' way are frequent 
and daunting, but their love for the game, each other, and their 
family's unyielding determination propels these young men towards 
their dream. THE MEDICINE GAME, a film six years in the making, 
shares the remarkable journey of two brothers from the Onondoga 
Nation driven by a single goal - to beat the odds and play the 
sport of lacrosse for national powerhouse Syracuse University. 
The obstacles in their way are frequent and daunting, but the 



brothers' love for the game, each other, and their family's 
unyielding determination propel these young men towards their 
dream. 
Airdate 9/27/2015 

 
 
Category: Health 
 
All in the Same Boat 

 ALL IN THE SAME BOAT is a half hour program about a dragon boat 
team whose members are all breast cancer survivors, and how that 
"twist" in their lives prompted them to embark on a journey "all 
in the same. " Save Our Sisters (SOS) is the only breast cancer 
survivors' dragon boat racing team in Miami and consists of an 
extraordinary team of women, from diverse backgrounds and ages. 
The inspirational story begins as the team trains for their 
biggest dragon boat race yet - The Breast Cancer Survivor World 
Cup Championship in April 2009. The stories of courage, hope and 
friendship will unfold as the team prepares for this challenge 
and their message is clear, it's not just a race to the finish 
line, it's a race against breast cancer. 
Airdate 7/28/2015 
 

Conquering the Dragon 
 
Conquering the Dragon: Breast Cancer Survivors Race for Life is a 
documentary about breast cancer survivors reaching for the stars 
and creating triumph out of tragedy, never letting up in their 
determined fight against the dragon. In their quest to regain 
their lives, thousands of breast cancer survivors around the 
world discovered Dragon Boat Racing, a very demanding water 
sport, requiring mental and physical toughness that has became 
the ultimate team competition among survivors. The compelling 
stories of these survivors coupled with their struggles to cross 
the finish line, results in a vivid image of life and survival: 
What was once the dragon that almost took their lives has morphed 
into the dragon that saved their souls. 
Airdate 7/28/2015 

 
 

                                                                                                                         
 
Category: Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
Instruments of Change 

History credits the inception of the Civil Rights movement to 
Montgomery, Alabama in the mid-1950s. However here in Miami as 
early as 1951, there existed a Fine Arts Conservatory dedicated 
to bringing music, dance and art to young black and white 
students in an integrated environment. This little known 
conservatory founded by longtime Miami resident Ruth Greenfield, 
would challenge segregation and change the lives of many of those 
who attended the school. Some like classical, clarinet lover 
Fredrick Morley, would institute the programs he participated in 
at the Conservatory as the principal of a highly acclaimed 



elementary school. Others would start their own conservatories or 
theater companies or become life-long advocates for the arts. 
It's exactly what Greenfield had in mind when she conceived the 
Conservatory as a place where those of any color can come 
together, be taught by first rate teachers and be instilled with 
a sense of dignity and confidence so they can strive to reach 
their full potential. As the Conservatory wound down in the late 
70s, it overlapped another Greenfield project known as the 
Lunchtime Lively Arts Series. Initiated in 1972 to help 
revitalize a downtown in decline, it was hosted by Miami Dade 
College and brought a variety of free entertainment every 
Wednesday at noon to various downtown venues.The series which 
spanned almost twenty years, reignited interest in the arts and 
was the spark that led to Miami's urban renewal that is still 
taking place today. Chronicling these events is an engaging one 
hour documentary titled, "Instruments of Change." The film shows 
the power the performing arts has in bringing a community 
together and features intimate interviews, emotional footage and 
photographs along with archival and current day performances from 
those who participated in these nearly forgotten endeavors. The 
film was commissioned by longtime admirers of Ruth Greenfield to 
honor her dedication for making Miami a better place to live. 
Airdate 7/16/2015 
  
                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
  
                                                                                                                         
Category:Religion/Ethics 
 
THE ROAD FROM CHRIST TO CONSTANTINE 

The compelling six-hour series THE ROAD FROM CHRIST TO 
CONSTANTINE charts Christianity's evolution from a small movement 
to the largest religion in the world, with more than two billion 
followers. Host Jonathan Phillips, an author and distinguished 
history professor at Royal Holloway, University of London, 
journeys into the fascinating world of the early Christians to 
explore the faith's long struggle and triumph against the odds. 
He recounts some of Christianity's pivotal moments at the actual 
locations where they unfolded, including Bethlehem (site of 
Jesus' birth), Judea (where Jesus preached) and Rome (where 
Emperor Constantine the Great embraced the faith as his own), 
among others. Phillips' entertaining and enlightening 12,000-mile 
odyssey through seven countries in Europe, Northern Africa and 
the Middle East brings the rich history of Christianity to life. 
Along the way, he meets experts who have devoted their lives to 
the study of this important historical period. 
Airdate 7/5/2015  
 

FAITH IN THE BIG HOUSE 
Faith in the Big House explores the formulas used by Christian 
missionaries to convert inmates in America's prison. At a maximum 
security facility in Louisiana, a group of Christian evangelicals 
arrive to conduct a carefully-scripted religious retreat. Five 



felons,handpicked by the Warden, join other inmates in this 
"Encounter with Christ". Can these misfits, a gang-banger, a 
self-styled theologian, a narcissistic rock guitarist, a twitchy 
jock and a former football phenom find redemption? Or will the 
experience do little to change these men? Can religion keep these 
convicts from almost inevitably return to lock-up? Prison 
ministry leaders, including the late Charles Colson, (of 
Watergate infamy), insist revivals and bible studies radically 
reduce the number of inmates who are re-incarcerated. Those of 
the secular persuasion doubt their findings,favoring traditional 
rehabilitation and guaranteed results. Faith considers, who 
should be in charge of re-entry programs in the penitentiary such 
as job and addiction counseling? Will it be the new armies of 
faith- based volunteers? 
Airdate 8/30/2015 
 
 

Bible’s Buried Secrets 
An extraordinary insight into some of the Old Testament's most 
iconic stories, from the Garden of Eden to and King David to the 
God who revealed Himself to Abraham, Jacob and Moses. Francesca 
Stavrakopoulou travels across the deserts of Syria and the Sinai 
to Jerusalem, revealing the real Garden of Eden, the historical 
evidence for King David and his great empire, and the startling 
truth about the God of the Bible. She visits the ancient city of 
Ugarit in Syria, believed by many to be the most important 
archaeological discovery for years; reaches Khirbet Qeiyafa - a 
fortified city in Judah from the time of King David; and she sets 
foot on the very site where the real story of Eden unfolded. 
Airdate 9/13/2015 

 
 
 
Category:Science/Technology 
 
THIN ICE - THE INSIDE STORY OF CLIMATE SCIENCE 

 THIN ICE - THE INSIDE STORY OF CLIMATE SCIENCE is an award-
winning documentary that focuses on climate scientists and their 
research. Filmmaker Simon Lamb interviews the scientists and 
allows them to explain their work in the field of climate 
science. The film discusses the physics of greenhouse gases, how 
average world temperatures are determined, and how regular 
patterns of warming and cooling are correlated with carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases.THIN ICE introduces viewers to 
scientists drilling in the Antarctic for climate history from ice 
and sediment cores, to others measuring changes in the 
atmosphere, oceans and ice sheets. The scientists discuss their 
work, and their hopes and fears with a candor and directness 
rarely seen by the public. 
Airdate 9/1/2015 
 
 

Genetic Roulette The Gamble of Our Lives 
When the US government ignored repeated warnings by its own 
scientists and allowed untested genetically modified (GM) crops 
into our environment and food supply, it was a gamble of 



unprecedented proportions. The health of all living things and 
all future generations were put at risk by an infant technology. 
After two decades, physicians and scientists have uncovered a 
grave trend. The same serious health problems found in lab 
animals, livestock, and pets that have been fed GM foods are now 
on the rise in the US population. And when people and animals 
stop eating genetically modified organisms (GMOs), their health 
improves. This seminal documentary by bestselling author Jeffrey 
M Smith provides compelling evidence to help explain the 
deteriorating health of Americans, especially among children, and 
offers a recipe for protecting ourselves and our future. 
Airdate 9/8/2015 

 
 

 
 
Category: War/Veterans/National Security 
  
ABOVE AND BEYOND  

ABOVE AND BEYOND highlights one of the most compelling escape and 
survival stories from World War II - that of former Rhode Island 
Governor Bruce Sundlun (1920-2011). Sundlun, a U.S. Army Air 
Corps pilot, flew a B-17 bomber nicknamed the "Damn Yankee" on a 
dozen combat missions during World War II. On December 1, 1943, 
Sundlun's "unlucky" 13th mission would take him (a Jewish-
American) and his crew into Hitler's backyard - the heart of 
Germany's industrial Ruhr Valley. ABOVE AND BEYOND unfolds as 
Sundlun's daughter Kara retraces his wartime journey. In Jabbeke, 
Kara meets author and local historian Luc Packo, as well as 
witnesses to her father's plane crash,who still celebrate 
Sundlun's contribution to their country's liberation. 
Airdate 8/30/2015 
 

THE DAMBUSTERS' GREAT ESCAPE 
Weighing in at 53,000 tons and boasting a crew of 2,000 sailors, 
the Tirpitz was Nazi Germany's most powerful battleship. 
Protected by an elite squadron of fighters, this potent symbol of 
Hitler's naval power seemed invincible. Despite the formidable 
obstacles, Winston Churchill (who dubbed the behemoth "The 
Beast") made its destruction a top priority. Using eyewitness 
accounts from the surviving Royal Air Force crew, one of the 
Luftwaffe fighter pilots and German sailors, THE DAMBUSTERS' 
GREAT ESCAPE tells the story of what was perhaps the most 
important and daring mission carried out by the legendary RAF 
squadron. 
Airdate 9/20/2015 
 
 
Treblinka's Last Witness                                                                                                         
A first-hand account by last-known survivor Samuel Willenberg , 
now 92 years old, about his life during the Holocaust and as a 
prisoner of the Treblinka death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland 
where an estimated 900,000 Jews were murdered in a period of just 
13 months at the height of World War II Still haunted 70 years 
later by the horrors he witnessed as a young forced laborer, 
Samuel has immortalized the Treblinka story in a series of bronze 



sculptures of the tragic victims who dwell indelibly in his 
memory like ghosts.  
Airdate 7/23/2015  
 
 
 

THE AMERICAN INVASION 
THE AMERICAN INVASION, a documentary hosted by actor Michael 
Brandon (Mr. Selfridge, Thomas & Friends, Captain America) 
provides powerful new insights into a momentous period in 
American and British history. 
Airdate 9/27/2015 

 
 
Category: Women 
       
 
Queen of Swing 

  QUEEN OF SWING recounts the true story of a Jazz Age 
trailblazer - 95-year-old entertainer Norma Miller. The engaging 
biography highlights the life, career and indomitable spirit of 
the Harlem-born actress, dancer and choreographer known as "The 
Queen of Swing." Discovered at the age of 12, Miller's show 
business career has spanned seven decades (and counting). Among 
her many accomplishments, Miller developed the acrobatic "Lindy 
Hop" dance, appeared in the Marx Brothers' A Day at the Races 
(1937), took up stand-up comedy at the prompting of Redd Foxx 
(Sanford and Son), entertained soldiers in Vietnam, worked with 
Sammy Davis Jr. in Las Vegas, appeared in Richard Pryor specials, 
and authored two books about swing culture. She also provided a 
first-hand account of the Harlem music and dance scene during the 
1930s and '1940s in Ken Burns' Jazz (2001). Narrated by actor 
Bill Cobbs (New Jack City, The Bodyguard, Night at the Museum), 
QUEEN OF SWING examines Miller's influence in the globalization 
of America's jazz culture and her role in breaking down racial 
barriers across the United States and around the world. During 
her career, Miller performed at the integrated Savoy Ballroom in 
Harlem, staged the first all-black shows on Miami Beach and at 
the Flamingo Hotel in Las Vegas, and became one of the first 
black female stand-up comics in the U.S. Fifteen years in the 
making, the film also provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse at the 
larger-than-life personalities of the jazz era, including 
Miller's friends Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong and Count Basie. 
Airdate 7/18/2015 

 
 
Category: Youth 
 
                                                                                  
 
Papers: Stories of Undocumented Youth   

                                                                                   
"Papers" is the story of undocumented youth and the 
challenges they face as they turn 18 without            



legal status. Eleven million undocumented immigrants 
live in the United States. Of those, four and          
a half million were brought to the U.S. as children. 
These are young people who were educated in            
American schools, hold American values, know only the 
U.S. as home and who, upon high school                
graduation, find the door to their future slammed 
shut. 65,000 undocumented students graduate               
every year from high school without "papers." It is 
against the law to work or drive. It is                 
difficult, if not impossible in some states, to attend 
college. They live at risk of arrest, detention and 
deportation to countries they may not even remember. 
Currently, there is no path to           
citizenship for most of these young people. Graham 
Street Productions produced this film in                 
association with El Grupo Juvenil (the "Papers" Youth 
Crew). These youth producers were actively            
involved in all aspects of the production. They have 
worked in collaboration with immigrant youth           
around the country who want to tell their stories and 
change immigration policy.       

      Airdate 7/20/2014 
 
                                                                                                  


